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Revenue levels and expenditure priorities are not directly correlated.  Revenue levels measure the current 
economic condition and climate to better monitor and expenditure priorities are based on services levels.

EXPENDITURE PRIORITIESREVENUE REBOUND LEVELS
The Town experienced sharp revenue drops that
were abrupt and extremely deep. With the duration
for rebound still uncertain, revenues yield caution.

LEVEL I: Based on a worse case scenario based on
actual or historical data, like an economic shutdown.

LEVEL II: Current crisis has not materially impacted.
Revenues remain steady or a slight reduction. Such as
a contract or franchise.

LEVEL III: Presumes the economic activity driving
the revenue has not been impacted or the revenue is
resuming to FY2019 trends.

The FY2020/21 Strategic Revenue Plan will be less
on stress testing revenues and focused on setting
tools for monitoring and tracking revenue recovery
on a month-to-month basis.
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The FY2021 Recommended department budgets have
a built-in mechanism to fluidly transition back to their
2019 service levels as the Town’s revenues rebound.

PRIORITY ONE: Is the base budget, vital, mandated, or
primary service(s) that has a direct impact on residents.
But not to keep pace with an increase in demands. July1

PRIORITY TWO: Has an impact on Town operations
and delivery of service, keeps pace with demands. Oct

PRIORITY THREE: Represents where a department
was heading in February ‘20. Poised to resume, but not
likely to materialize for all requests in FY2021. Jan-Mar

Going beyond the Town’s stress test, preparations are
being made to mitigate if the Town’s overall revenue
recovery is an elongated “L-shape” curve leading to
necessitating further budget and service reductions.
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Revenue I. Operating Fund Overview



I. Operating Fund Overview
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Revenue

 Tourism as a gradual U-curve (swoosh)
 Construction and development steady

to 12% reduction
 State shared Income tax flat, other

shared revenues slow recovery
 Franchises and agreements flat

RECOMMENDED MINIMUM

 Rebound starting end of summer ‘20
 Back on trends from CY2019

REVENUE REBOUD LEVEL III



Revenue II. Revenue Rebound (Confidence) Levels
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III. Operating Revenue Categories
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Revenue
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Revenue III. Operating Revenue Categories
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Revenue III. Operating Revenue Categories



SAMPLE:
STRATEGIC REVENUE PLAN

FY2020/21
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 FY2019/20 was a stress test
 FY2020/21 more of a monitoring tool





Revenues IV. Sample: Strategic Revenue Plan

DESCRIPTION
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The State of Arizona imposes and collects
taxes and shares with cities, towns and
counties based on their population.

These revenues include income tax, sales
tax, vehicle license tax and fuel tax.

The income tax is based on the last
calendar year. FY2021 revenues are
based on CY2019. All other shared
revenues are based on current year
activity.

State shared revenues support the Town’s
governmental operations, including Public
Safety.

This revenues are dependent on the
state’s economic conditions.



Income tax is based on population and actual income tax collections in the
last calendar year. This lag can provide steady revenue in 1st year of a
downturn. FY2021 revenues are based on CY2019; however, the April 15th

filing date was extended so actual revenue is not yet known.

This revenue is dependent on the state’s economic conditions and has
ranged from $2.1 million in 2009 to $1.1 million in 2012. Since 2012, this
revenue has gradually increased each year.

This revenues is available to support the Town’s governmental operations.

REVENUE THROUGH 2020
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The risk assessment shows the nature of the State shared income tax has
medium volatility and is highly sensitive to legislative actions, state
allocation methods and the Town’s stagnant population compared to the
rest of the state. Overall, this revenue has a high-risk rating.

Revenues IV. Sample: Strategic Revenue Plan



A: Extend slump in state employment
B: Slower recovery, year lag in revenues
C: State labor market back by August.

SCENARIOS A,B,C
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Revenues IV. Sample: Strategic Revenue Plan



REVENUE APPENDIX
FY2020/21
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V. Appendix: All Revenues
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Revenue
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Revenue V. Appendix: All Revenues
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Revenue V. Appendix: All Revenues
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Revenue V. Appendix: All Revenues
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I. Fortunate, by Design
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Executive Summary

 Previous Council and Management
foresight to conserve resources

 Supportive residents and customers
 Adaptive staff
 Enterprises predominately self-

sufficient
 Low debt
 Desirable community to live
 Construction remains steady

FACTORS STRONG FINANCIAL POSITION

 Good road conditions and 
maintenance schedule

 Healthy fleet and a reserve to finance
 Strong emergency reserve
 Aggressive PSPRS UAAL payments 

(Low debt)
 Court supplemental grants healthy
 Flexible Private Placement

(line of credit)
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Executive Summary II. All Funds:  Expenditures
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Executive Summary

 Includes all expenditure
contingencies for a fluid
transition when revenue
rebounds

 Proceeds from the excise tax
revenue obligations can assist
with the “bottle neck” of CIP,
street maintenance and PSPRS
UAAL when revenues rebound

 Last year FY2020, the total
budget was $68,331,196

 Recommended FY2021 is
$4,185,825 or 6.5% less than
FY2020

 Next slide provides more detail

II. All Funds:  Expenditures



Executive Summary III. Presented on State Forms
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IV. Annual Expenditure Limitation

 Figures in BLUE figures are presented on the next schedule.
 Figures in ITALICS are embedded in other line items; separate calculations

Executive Summary

 “Annual Expenditure Limitation” is the State legislative spending cap.
 “State Forms” use for Council to set the maximum spending for the year.  Even if 

additional resources become available, the adopted amount can not be exceeded.
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V.  Staffing
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Executive Summary



VI. Operating Fund: Revenue
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Executive Summary



Revenue
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VI. Operating Fund: Revenue



VII. Operating Fund:  Expenditures
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Executive Summary
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Executive Summary VII. Operating Fund:  Expenditures

 Priority One
 Contingencies
 Total Budget
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Executive Summary VII. Operating Fund:  Expenditures

 Total Budget and Priorities by Dept
 Priority One by Classification
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Executive Summary VII. Operating Fund:  Expenditures

 Expenditure Priorities and Total
Budget by Expenditure Category

 Contingencies by Purpose and Priority
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Executive Summary VII. Operating Fund:  Expenditures

 Operating Fund: Sources,
Uses and Planned Use of
Fund Balance

 Does not include transfer in,
since that is a residual form of
fund balance.
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Executive Summary VII. Operating Fund:  Expenditures

 Operating Fund: Sources, Uses
and Planned Use of Fund Balance

 By Revenue Level and easing
expenditure priorities



VIII. Operating Fund:  Balance Boosters
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Executive Summary



IX. Operating Fund:  Actions Taken
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Executive Summary

 Froze non-essential vacancies and
other non-essential spending

 Held PSPRS UAAL payments
 Deferred road maintenance, road is in

good condition
 Private placement (low rate)
 Increased fund balance by $3.3M
 State work share program
 AZDEMA program
 FEMA reimbursement effort
 Aligning staffing duties with demands
 Project teams: Reopening, Recovery,

Best Practices, Continuity Planning

FY2020/21FY2019/20
 Departments prioritized and continue

to reduce expenditures on a tiered
approach

 Updating revenue projections and
analysis as data is available

 Assessed policies, reserves and set-
asides for recommendations

 Plan dynamic resumption to full
activities, ready to cut-back if
necessary

 Recalibrated costs and use of non-
general fund sources



Executive Summary X. Fund Balance
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